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VOAS to AG BARR - Yes the sovereign Americans have noticed! 

Voice of the American Sovereign

National *Association of American Sovereigns

(NAAS)

Mission:  The Scanned Retina; A Private Citizen Advocacy Membership Association, dedicated 
to Securing Lawful Constitutional Compliance for all sovereign Americans.

scannedretina mission statement

The current “truth” depends on — in which reality we chose to be present!

Is not a society judged on how it treats its most vulnerable 
members…those who can not speak 

and 
defend themselves…?

https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/25/national-association-of-american-sovereigns-naas/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/05/27/naas-community-chapter/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/scannedretina-mission-statement1.pdf
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Sovereignty!

GOT HONOR?

We were supposed to fight for Willie!

Now it is official – T R E A S O N

Capital Punishment – Returns to America.

https://scannedretina.com/2015/07/22/sovereignty/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/12/14/got-honor/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/29/we-were-supposed-to-fight-for-willie/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/now-it-is-official-t-r-e-a-s-o-n/
https://scannedretina.com/2019/07/27/capital-punishment-returns-to-america/
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1.  jim colter - A sovereign American warns - 

Accepting the reality with which we are presented - 

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/truman-show-accept-the-reality.mov
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1.1.  Conditioning people to accept the reality 
From: jim colter <cjimsell@att.net>
Subject: Another training movie by the leftist to further divide Americans
Date: August 8, 2019 at 10:38:08 AM PDT
To: undisclosed-recipients:;

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/universal-pictures-the-
hunt-killing-deplorables-slammed-beyond-stick-disturbing

Yes the far left's hypocrisy knows no bounds ...  

Don't they realize that they've moved so far to the left .. that 
now they've come full circle and become the same as a far 
right nut-job.

The Hunt also demonstrates how the media, hollywood, 
academia and the political players all are pushing the deep 
state's agenda ... which is to divide Americans and ultimately 
start a civil war. Then the technocrats win without getting bloody 
(their "Useful Idiots" bleeding instead)

The technocrats know that if the correct war where to begin,  a 
2nd Revolution,  they would lose.  A revolution where the people 
unite instead of divide and defeat the tyrannical NWO types.

So the distractions and divisive strategy is 24 / 7 by our true 
enemy. Their goal being to foment a civil war and avoid a 2nd 
revolution against the growing tyrannical technocracy.

Trying times are very near I feel 

Godspeed,
Jim

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/universal-pictures-the-hunt-killing-deplorables-slammed-beyond-stick-disturbing
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/universal-pictures-the-hunt-killing-deplorables-slammed-beyond-stick-disturbing
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